CLASSICS (GREEK, ROMAN),
LANGUAGES, ESL
(Classification P - PF)

Format is DVD, unless otherwise indicated as VHS (videocassette). Most of these items are located at Media Reserve, 2nd floor of the Library. Some items may be currently checked out or located in campus offices outside the Library. Please check the Library’s Online Catalog for current availability and location of these titles.

Accent correction/reduction for English speakers whose first language is Arabic. Manhasset, N.Y: Crossroads Video, c1993. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: PE1137 .A33 1993 (112 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PE1137 .A34 1994 (ca. 116 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PE1137 .A35 1994 (113 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PE1137 .A36 1994 (115 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PE1137 .A38 1997 (140 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PE1137 .A39 1996 (158 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PE1075 .A42 2009 (ca. 405 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PE2808 .A43 1987 (56 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PA4414.A7 T39 2004 (111 min.)
Big media's power play. New York, NY : Films for the Humanities & Sciences, c2013  
CALL NUMBER: P96 .E252 U66 2013  (25 mins.)

CALL NUMBER: PE1075 .B617 2004  (51 min.)

Breaking the accent barrier. South Pasadena : Video Language Products, [200-?]  
CALL NUMBER: PE1137 .B74 2000  (60 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PC2112.7 .C55 2000  (ca. 120 min.)

CALL NUMBER: P96.S5 C6 2009  (72 min.)

Effective listening skills. Charleston, WV: Cambridge Educational, c1992. (VHS)  
CALL NUMBER: P95.46 .E33 1992  (41 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PE1075 .E58 2004  (50 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PE1075 .E57 2004  (51 min.)

CALL NUMBER: P95.46 .F62 1995  (165 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PE1114 .G74 2004  (306 min. total)

CALL NUMBER: PA3202 .G73 2001  (19 min.)

He said, she said : gender, language & communication. [Los Angeles] : Into the Classroom Media, [2004]  
CALL NUMBER: P96.S48 H4 2004  (53 min.)

CALL NUMBER: PC2129.E5 H682 2006  (93 min.)

CALL NUMBER: P131 .I5 1994  (54 min.)

CALL NUMBER: P40.5.E53 L56 2009  (64 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: PE1439 .C38 1998 (48 min.)

Lysistrata. [Greece?]: Greek Video Records & Tapes, Inc.: dist. by Insight Media. 1987. (Foreign VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: PA3875.L8 L97 1987 (88 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: P96.C76 M36 1994 (166 min. total)

   CALL NUMBER: P96.V5 M33 2010 (ca. 75 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PA3973.M4 M42 1991 (107 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: P94 .M42 1998 (29 min.)

Merger between Disney and ABC. [New York]: ABC News; [Orland Park, Ill.]: MPI Home Video [distributor], 1995. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: P96.M46 M47 1995 (23 min.)

Oedipus rex. New York: Corinth Films, c1956. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: PA4414.O7 Y43 1980 (90 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PA4414.O7 T39 2004 (120 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PE1439 P37 1986 (25 min.)

Parts of speech. Scottsdale, Ariz.: Teacher's Video Co., [1999?] (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: PE1199 .P37 1999 (47 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: PE1135 .P47 1991 (120 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: P94 .P625 2000 (ca. 58 min.)

Punctuation power! Scottsdale, AZ: Teacher's Video Co., [199-?]. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: PE1115 .P86 1999 (40 min.)
Punctuation power! Scottsdale, AZ : Teacher's Video Co., c2002. (VHS)  
    CALL NUMBER: PE1115 .P86 2002  (26 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: P96.S5 S498 2008  (38 min.)

    (Foreign VHS)  
    CALL NUMBER: PC4075 .S63 1999  (28 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: PC4065 .S72 1988  (60 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: PC4065 .S73 1988  (60 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: PC4841 .S63 1999  (27 min.)

Speaking and writing standard English. Personal pronouns. [United States]: Human Relations Media, c1993. (VHS)  
    CALL NUMBER: PE1359 .S63 1993  (22:22 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: P145 .M68 2007  (52 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: PA3201 .S834 2005  (22 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: PE1072 .S76 2000  (ca. 520 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: P96.W35 W37 2008

The wrinkle-free world of English composition. [Falls Church, VA] : Cerebellum Corp., c1997. (VHS)  
    CALL NUMBER: PE1408 .W74 1997  (116 min.)

    CALL NUMBER: PE1408 .W747 1987  (45 min.)